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SECTION A

Cooling system contain 15kg of water calculate the quantity of head gained by the water if the
temperature rises from 120c to 880c starting

=l 5x4. I 8x (88- 12) :47 65.2kj

What are the advantages of an electricity driven fan

mounted

automatically the fan on and off within very close limited as required

What can the corrosion of material be influenced

4. What do you understand by.,case hardening"

steel in enriched with carbon and hardened
what are three ways in which the rod is attached to the piston

Explain the term LH Motronic

in which the air mass is used as one the main controlled variable or L-H motronic
injection is an electric fuel injection system and ignition system are controlled by
common ECU
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5.

6.



7 ' How many times does the crank shaft turn while the cam shaft turns once

8. A. What does the term.oengine efficiency,o mean

obtained if the engine operated without *y po*.,
B. How can it can be completed in two ways

llthermal=work done per second/heat energy supplied from fuel per second

9. Name four technological properties of material

l0' A cross section area (csA) of the of the piston crown is 4g.5cm2and the stroke is 12cm. calculateswept volume of the cylinder and the capacity of the engine if it has six cylinder

=48.5cm2x 12cm:582m3

=582cm3x 6=3492cm3

ll' 
Suppose that an engine uses two belts to drive the water pump and alternator it all right to replaceonly one belt if one is damaged? Why?

driving effect and will wear body
12. what important factors must born in mind when laying fuel line

quickly removed from the system

13. How many valves does the radiator pressure cup have?
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* Blow off valves or pressure relief valve: if the pressure rises above off valves israised off its seats. This relives the excessive pressure

" TilH:ru*,T;d,ff::*" r;;;;orvacuum in the cooring when the engine has
14' what is likely to happen if theiadiator cup removed quickly when the engine is hot

filler can cause very series i4iuries. 
qv^ vr Dtsru an(r water ftom op

15. What 
T.,lr four basic,, .yrir* that every engine must have

16. Name the four places on the automobile from which poilutant can came

17' what'X:ffi,ffj!1fi*iing motion of the piston to the rotarymotion of the crank shaft

SECTION B

18. What are the ten physical properties of material

'' ;,,Hffi*:J-ction 
of cvrinaer and cvlinder head and what the stress are the cylinder and
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piston by the cylinder L ) e-

,/ Stress:

1, high combustion pressure and temperature

2,large thermal stress due to rapid temperature

3, cylinder barrel subjected to wear due to piston friction and combustion chamber residues

4, increase friction during starting un carbureted fuel washes lubricant layers off cylinder

B. Which properties is the cylinder meant to have

20. Ten (10) reason the engine became over heating

21. Make a list of cooling system and check
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22.Whatare the advantages and disadvantages of air cooling
Advantages:

Disadvantages:

23. A) name possibre-cause of low oil pressure and excessive oil pressure

Excessively oil pressure may result from:

B) what is viscosity?
) Refers to the tangency of oil to resist flowing
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24' Aftet mounting the injection pump to the engine and check clearance is correct it is necessary to
bleed the fuel system and run the engine describe the procedure?

May also necessary to breed the high pressure pipe to the injection

25' Make a list of the possible cause of engine over heating including those not coursed by cooling
system problem
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